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The UWILTC Approach: Questions and Answers
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The Land Tenure Center and its partners at the University of WisconsinMadison have taken a comprehensive technical, organizational and educational
approach to the integration of spatial information technologies and land and natural
resource tenure issues. Over the last 18 months, faculty, staff and graduate students at
LTC and Spatial Information Analysis Consortium (SIAC) have organized a number of
different initiatives to investigate different aspects of this integration process. Specific
activities have included informational workshops, project proposals, and the formation
of a weekly informal discussion seminar. The experience of bringing together
disciplinary faculty and students for solving multidisciplinary research questions will be
of great advantage to the Latin American context as many of the countries consider
land administration and cadastral reform.
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1. Historyand Purpose
As a land-grant institution,the UW-Madisonhas been a major participant in and contributor to
the emerging discipline of Geographic InformationScience (GIS). This history can be traced
from instructionaland research programs in cartography and surveying during the early years of
UW-Madison,to one of the first courses in photogrammetry offered in the United States during
the 1930s, to leadership in the earliest attempts to define the nature of cadastral and land
informationsystems (LIS)issues in the 1960s. In the early 1970s, UW-Madisonintroduced
instruction in computerized LISand transfer of these technologies to state and federal
agencies and private utilities. UW-Madisondid seminal research on the design of multi-purpose
land informationsystems and the application of remote sensing to a host of environmental
problems during the 1970s, and has demonstrated the application of LIS/GIStechnology to local
land records use and management since the late 1970s.
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institution
The overall societal intent of UW-Madisonprograms in GIS as witheverylancf-grant
is to provide instruction, research, and outreach (technology transfer) to its students and
constituents throughout the world. Campuswide leadership in advancing and transferring
.

theoriesand methods in spatialinformationmanagementis providedbythe Spatial Information
and Analysis Consortium (SIAC). Since its formation by UW-Madisonfaculty in 1991, SlAG's
primary mission has been to provide coordination of those programs and activities that address
the collection, management, analysis, and application of spatially-referenced information about
our natural and cultural environment. SlAGarose from UW-Madison'sresponse to the National
Science Foundation call for the establishment of a National Center for Geographic Information
and Analysis (NCGIA)in 1988.
SlAGprovides support for the many disciplines that acquire, transform, and use spatiallyreferenced information, facilitatinginterdisciplinarycooperation among these groups and
coordinating development of shared concepts, techniques, and facilities. SIAC's program
stresses development of effective GIS methods whose applications span the continuum from
local land records modemization to global geo-science, includingsocio-economic analysis,
natural resource assessment and management, and infrastructure management.
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SIACnow includes 35 faculty in 18 departments. It is managed by a.nine-member steering
committee with representatives from the more involved academic units: Civiland Environmental
Engineering, Geography, Landscape Architecture, and the Institutefor Environmental Studies.

2. FundingSources
External funding derives from competitive grants from a variety of federal, state. local. and
private sources. Examples of federal funding include National Science Foundation support for
north temperate lake long-term ecology research, soil-landscape process modeling, and objectbased spatial data modeling; NationalCooperative HighwayResearch Program support for GIS

in transportation research; NationalAeronautics and Space Administrationsupport for the
investigation of lakes as indicators of global change; U.S. Department of Agriculture support for
efforts to expedite the mitigationof soil erosion and non-point source pollution;and support from
the National Park Service for its Midwest GIS Technical Support Center.
Examples of state funding includethe Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources (DNR)
support for a variety of efforts such as land cover determination for rural and urban non-point
source pollution. The DNR'sBureau of Research provides faculty and financial support to
address wildlifeand bio-diversityresearch. The Wisconsin Legislature supported development
of a user-friendlyinterface to U.S. census and state election geography for legislative analysis.
The Wisconsin Department of Administrationand NCGIA-8antaBarbara supported longitudinal
research into the extent, rate, and type of US/GIS diffusionand adoption by Wisconsin local
governments. Native Americantribes selected UW-Madisonfor the GIS Technical Center
Research Program of the Great Lakes Indian Fish and WildlifeCommission. The Wisconsin
Department of Transportation supports research in digitalphotogrammetry and applications of
the Global Positioning System.
Examples of local funding include Dane County Land Conservation Department support for rural
non-point source pollutionand surface erosion modeling research, individualWisconsin county
support for technology transfer, and support from the Cityof Madisonfor GIS-based
transportation safety research. Examples of private funding include Nature Conservancy support
for songbird GAP analysis to assist in strategic land acquisition in the Baraboo Hills;Wisconsin
electrical utilitiessupport for adaption of GIS technology for on-site management of natural
resources; and software, hardware, and financial support from IBM,Environmental Systems
Research Institute, and ERDASto aid in technology transfer to local governments through a
multi-yeareffort. Over the past four years, total funding (not includingsoftware or hardware
grants) amounts to several milliondollars from non-universitysources.
3. Impact on Constituents
Impact upon UW-Madison'sconstituents who received the benefits of research, education and
training, and outreach over the past 30 years and since the establishment of SIAC has been
considerable. UW-Madisonstudents of Geographic InformationScience can be found in a
variety of private and publicenterprises ranging from major corporations to governments
throughout the world. Land informationprofessionals at all levels have bolstered their skills
through many UW short courses. Former UW-Madisonstudents have helped accelerate the
adoption and diffusion of technology and expand the employment base into a variety of public
and private settings. Facultyand students have also provided leadership and have actively
participated in related professional organizations. They have committed energy and ideas to the
overall national and international user community.
Specific examples of the constituents impacted include the following:
.
the transportation planning constituency and associated Department of Transportation
workers who are responsible for the implementation of informationmanagement provisions of
ISTEA;
.
the Native American constituency in the Midwest responsible for long-term management of
their timber, fishery, and wildlifein tribal and ceded territories;
.
the various state entities responsible for a variety of spatial analyses ranging from
legislative redistrictingand impact analysis, to K-12school-clistrictplanning, to prioritywatershed
selection and management; and
.
the local government constituency, from those responsible for assessment and control of
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soil erosion from agricultural lands, to those responsible for the conceptualization of a plan for a
state land information program, assisting in its legislative passage and funding (at the rate of $6
million annually), and providing education and technical assistance for its implementation.

4. Research Accomplishments
Seminal research, during the 1970s, in land information system design, costs. and impediments
led to publication of "Need for a Multipurpose Cadastre" and "Procedures and Standards for a
Multipurpose Cadastre" by the National Research Council in the early 1980s. The multipurpose
and interdisciplinary focus 'of cadastre research provided background for creation of the
Wisconsin Land Records Committee and ultimately led to development of the Wisconsin Land
Information Program which has become a national and international model. Research is now
underway to document the rate of diffusion and adoption of spatial technologies within local
Wisconsin governments.

In remote sensing and photogrammetry, UW-Madison researchers have been active since the
1960s. They were involved in digital image processing through scanning microdensitometric
analysis of aerial photographs. They performed substantial exploratory research in airborne
thermal scanning during this same period. Early 1970s research included work on quantitative
aspeds of color and color infrared film, digital image correlation for model construction, and
analytical photogrammetric methods. The 1970s also saw a statewide water quality survey
based upon ERTS imagery. During the 1980s, UW-Madison researchers made refinements in
image processing and digital photogrammetrictechniques and developed new technologies for
data colladion. Some of the earliest work in the application of small computers to remote
sensing problems was conducted at UW-Madison. UW-Madison researchers were among the
first to merge satellite data with ancillary GIS information in an expert system context for forest
type mapping and condition assessment. They also performed some of the earliest research
with land-oriented applications of AVHRR data. Today, UW-Madison researchers are striving for
the integration of image processing, digital photogrammetry, image-based mapping, and GIS. A
major effort is underway to provide statewide, 3Q-meter,land-cover mapping. Researchers are
using satellite observations of lake ice phenology as a climate indicator, assessing the impact of
Hurricane Andrew, participating in the NSF-sponsored Long Term Ecological Research Program.
and developing algorithms for use in the analysis of imaging radar and hyperspedral scanning
data.
During the 1980s, experimental researchin spatial data quality led to the development and
refinement of testing methods. Models and methods were developed for automated mapping of
dynamic aspects of three-dimensional objects and a fundamental model for cadastral data was
described. In the 1990s researchers have derived new three-dimensional data and functional
models, feature-based models, and objed-oriented models.
1970s research in automated spatial analysis applied to infrastructure management led to
adaptation of linear optimization algorithms for electrical corridor selection. More recent research
resulted in development of a technological framework for GIS in transportation. a generic data
model for linear referencing systems. GIS-based subsurface characterization methods. and the
application of GIS to transportation safety and construction management problems.
Environmental and natural resource management have also been important components of the
UW-Madison research agenda since the 1970s when spatial analytical methods were used to
identify critical resources throughout Wisconsin and environmental corridor concepts began to
emerge. Through the 1980s. UW-Madison researchers applied GIS to a variety of resource
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management problems, includinggroundwater contamination, non-point source pollution,soil
erosion, habitat suitability, and invasion by exotic species. Inthe 1990s, ecosystem
management and biodiversity issues have led to the integration of GIS into new disciplines such
as landscape ecology. Recently-arrivedfaculty at UW-Madisonare making important
contributionsin forest succession modelingand in prediction of land use changes and their
impacts on landscape patterns and processes.
5. EducationalAcoomplishments
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SIACcoordinates development of course content, schedules, curricula, internship programs,
recruitment, instructional facilities planning,and professional training opportunities across
various departments and institutes now offering degrees that provide an LISor GIS focus.
These include Bachelor's, Master's, and Ph.D. degrees administered by Geography, Civiland
EnvironmentalEngineering, and the Institutefor Environmental Studies. The "Surveying Option"
at the Bachelor's level in Civiland EnvironmentalEngineering and the "Cartography and GIS"
Bachelor's and Master's degrees offered by Geography provide specialization in US/GIS. Soil
Science and Landscape Architecturehave Master's degrees that allowa specific focus on spatial
information. Students in the EnvironmentalMonitoringprogram typicallyconcentrate on
technical aspects of US/GIS, usually in conjunctionwith remote sensing. Programs in Land
Resources, Water Resources Management, and Conservation Biologytypicallyuse US/GIS as:a
tool for natural science research or policyanalysis.
Five kinds of LIS/GIS courses are now offered across campus:
1. There are two introductoryhands-on courses such that there is an offering each
semester and during the summer session.
2. Six courses in fIVedepartments have a central focus on LIS/GIS.
3. At least a dozen application-orientedcourses in six departments use US/GIS as a tool.
4. More than 25 courses in fIVedepartments contribute to components of US/GIS such.
as data, methods, and processes.
5. More than 20 courses have some lectures devoted to LIS/GIS,generally as a brief
exposure to applications in their particular discipline.
UW-Madison'seducational programs have provided numerous scholars and researchers to the
overall research and educational community. In recognitionof its contributionin this regard, the
Land Informationand Surveying program withinthe Department of Civiland Environmental
Engineering was recently presented with a special award from the NorthAmerican Surveying
and MappingTeachers' Conference.
The external demand for LIS/GISeducation is high. The Wisconsin Land InformationProgram is
helping drive a burgeoning need for educated managers and professionals. Various training
programs and short courses are offered by the Departments of Engineering Professional
Development and Civiland EnvironmentalEngineering, and by the Land Informationand
Computer Graphics Facility. They attract professionals from withinWisconsin and from across
the nation.
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On-goingeducationalprogramdevelopmentactivitiesincludepreliminaryplanningforan
undergraduate curriculum in Geographic Infonnation Science with participation from the Colleges
of Engineering,Letters and Science, and Agriculturaland LifeSciences. Also being
implementedis an undergraduate certificateprogram in Land and Social Infonnation Systems
withinthe College of Agriculturaland Ufe Sciences.
6. Extension/Outreach Technology Transfer Accomplishments
UW-Madisonfaculty and academic staff have implemented a wide variety of outreach and
extension programs and technology transfer projects, and have been involved in formulating
state and federal legislative policyfor the use and impact of LIS/GIStechnology (e.g., the
Wisconsin Land Infonnation Program). This rich and productive history of publicservice in
Geographic InformationScience is in the tradition of the 'Wisconsin Idea": that the boundaries of
the Universityare the boundaries of the State and Nation. Public service programs have
involveda mixof government agencies at all levels as well as professional organizations and
private sedor interests. A variety of approaches and techniques have been used, including
case-by-case assistance, professional development course worK,worKshops, consortia,
seminars, and pilotprojects. Disseminationmechanisms include commissioned reports,
newsletters (e.g., Wisconsin Land InformationNewsletter and Wisconsin Mapping Bulletin),use
of distance education technology, lectures, on-site meetings, videos, guidebooks, and committee
memberships.
Current adivities include a series of.seminars, discussions, and presentations, an integrated
series of professional development courses, hands-on training with US/GIS technology,
screening and answering of publicinquiries,a county-based technology-transfer project focused
upon land records modernization and design and implementation of local land information
systems (Project LOCALlS),training modules for local and legislative redistricting using the 1990
census, participationand leadership at the behest of the Chancellor and County Executive on a
multi-organizationalland informationsystems strategic planning committee for Dane County,
facilitationand implementation of the Wisconsin Land Infonnation Program, facilitationof
legislativeadaptation of a modem geodetic datum for Wisconsin, and a recently completed
informationmodernization study by the U.S. Department of the Interiormandated by the U.S.
Congress.

7. Personnel
The resumes of 35 faculty and academic staff appear in the Appendix. They represent 15
academic and administrative units in three colleges and an institute.

8. Faoilities

In 1992, the College of Engineering developed an introductoryLIS/GISTeaching Laboratory.
The Lab contains 18 student computers and an instrudor's computer with full-screen projection.
A variety of LIS/GISand digital mapping software is available. The Lab receives network and
equipment maintenance support from Computer-AidedEngineering (CAE). The facilityis
managed jointlyby CAE and the Departmentof Civiland Environmental Engineering. The facility
is dedicated to instruction in LIS/GISand is available to any such course that is cross-listed with
Civiland Environmental Engineering. The Lab supports instruction in 12-15 coursesper
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semester. Recently, the Department of Landscape Architecture implemented a laboratoryfor its
instructional programs. This includes desktop LIS/GIScourse wori<and applications.
There are four primary facilities, administered by members of the SIAC Steering Committee, for
advanced teaching, research, and outreach in Geographic Information Science:
1. The Environmental Remote Sensing Center (ERSC), withinthe Institute for
EnvironmentalStudies, provides a physical and intellectual focus for interdisciplinary
research on development and application of remote sensing in natural resources
management and environmental monitoring. The research agenda for ERSC is broadly
based,. dealing with the application of remote sensing across the local-to-global
continuum, and involvingthe merger and synthesis of remotely sensed data with other
sources of land-related informationin a GIS context.
2. The Geography MicrocomputerLaboratory, in the Department of G80graphy,
emphasizes spatial theory, geographic analysis, visualization, geographical reasoning,
and related areas. The facilityis equipped with 20 microcomputer-based workstations
and a RISC-based wori<station,all with image processing and GIS software. Peripheral
equipment includes pen plotters, a raster color printer, a digitizer, and a scanner.
3. The Laboratory for Spatial Data Acquisitionand Analysis (LSDAA),in the Department
of Civiland Environmental Engineering, provides a physical and intellectual setting for
research and instruction in land and geographic information systems, cadastral systems,
geodetic engineering, and photogrammetry. LSDAAis a resource not only for
broadly-based, systems-oriented research, but also for applications of LIS/GISand
spatial analysis to specialized problems in engineering and infrastructure management.
4. The Land Informationand Computer Graphics Facility(LICGF),withinthe College of
Agriculturaland LifeSciences, makes land informationaccessible through current
technology by investigating publicland records modernization and natural resources
informationmanagement as they relate to the concept of a multipurpose land information
system. LlCGF provides a venue for both interdisciplinary,multi-agency projects, and
individualfaculty and student research and outreach efforts. On-site cooperators include
the National Geodetic Survey, the Sea Grant Program, Great Lakes Indian Fish and
WildlifeCommission, the WDNRresearch group, and the IES-affiliatedMidwest
Technical Services Office of the NationalPari<Service.
SIACalso carries out its instruction, research, and outreach in cooperation with other facilities.
Close affiliationhas been established withthe Land Tenure Center, the Applied Population
Laboratory,and the State Cartographer's Officethrough joint research and outreach projects.
The Land Tenure Center (LTC)encourages and supports multidisciplinaryresearch in
land tenure and agrarian structure on a worldwidebasis. LTCadministers active
research and training abroad as well as on campus, administers the Ph.D. program in
development studies, offers fellowshipsfor graduate research, sponsors lectures and
discussions by scholars wori<ingactively in the field, and maintains a libraryspecializing
in international agricultural development, agrarian reform, and social, economic, and
politicalchanges associated with rural development.
The AppliedPopulation Laboratory(APL),withinthe College of Agriculturaland Life
Sciences and UW-Cooperative Extension, performs a wide variety of demographic
research and outreach services. These activities include spatially-based socio-economic
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analyses, presentation and analysis of census data, research in small area estimation
and forecasting models, and programs of education through the University and
Extension. APL has demonstrated leadership in the application of GIS to demographic
analysis at the national, state, and local levels, and is adive in the integration of
demographic information with natural resource management.
The State Cartographer's Office fundions as an information clearinghouse and University
outreach arm on issues in mapping, geodetic control, GIS, and the Wisconsin Land
Information Program. The office produces a quarterly newsletter, 'Wisconsin Mapping
Bulletin", and periodically publishes various guides and handbooks on mapping and
geographic information topics. Office staff chair a variety of committees and make
presentations on statewide LIS/GIS organizational and technological issues.
In addition, SIAC works cooperatively with other campus and Madison entities such as the
Cartography Laboratory, the Arthur H. Robinson Map Ubrary, the Wisconsin Geological and
Natural History Survey, the Madison Academic Computing Center, Computer-Aided Engineering,
and the Water Resources Division of USGS.

UCGIS must encourage the development of an understanding of how LIS/GIS products affects individuals,
communities,agencies, land and resources,so that rational decisions about using and guiding the technologies can
be made. A greater understanding of the social effect of these systems' products, including how people use the
products, is necessary in order to justify expenditures,demonstrate value before investment, and continue the
growth of those systems at an levels despite changingpolitical and social ideologies.
.
The products of spatial information technologiesare changing (and will continue to change) the economic, legal,
political, and cultural status of adopting agencies, decision- makers using the products, and the people and
organizationsaffected by the decisions. While early impacts of GISILISare becoming evident, little is known or
understood about the long- term effects that the products of these technologies will have on the communities and
organizationsthat implement them. We should observe, and ultimately be able to predict how spatial information
technologyand products alter decision- making processes within organizations,interactions between agencies,
citizen'srelationships with government agencies, and people's beliefs and actions in regard to management of land
and resources.
EXAMPLES OF SPECIFIC PROPOSED RESEARCH PROJECTS
Several types of research projects in combinationare needed to fulfill this research priority. Three general areas are
needed: 1) research that extends adoption/diffusiontheory to include an understandingof how organizations change
with the use of technology, particularly how decision- making processes evolve; 2) research that develops a theory
of how systems' products influence land decisionsto include less quantifiableaspects of system benefits, such as
assessmentof effectiveness and equity; and 3) studies of the impacts of spatial technology products in particular
domains and applications.
Since technology adoption is occurring at a rapid rate throughout the country, the initial activity under 1) is to
generate baseline data to understand the present situation. The work should begin with a census or survey of the
status of implementation of spatial technologies in government agencies throughoutthe country, especially at the
local level. The survey should focus on how organizations are using technology and spatial data, how and under
what conditions people develop and use the productsof these systems, and how the technology and its information
products are or are not meeting expectationsor generating benefits. Because the rate of implementation and type of
use are also important measures, this aspect of the research should be continued on a longitudinal basis.
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The second type of research should be focused on developing and validating a model of how systems' products
influenceland decisions and managementthat includescomponents of efficiency,effectiveness and equity, and also
incorporatesantecedent expectations of technology (e.g., demand for products, decision support information, social
or proceduraljustice, access, etc.). The theoreticalelements come from various areas including economics,
organizational theory, and social theory. Ev.idencecomes both from long- term surveys conducted as part of
technologicalchange research (1) and case studies as part of impacts research (3).
It is important to isolate a number of systems iritheir communities and measure their impact on people, land and
resources (3) (e.g. the effect on land tenure issues). This is best accomplished ~y in- depth case study research,
includingparticipant/observer studies, and by specific case experimentationsuch as intervention studies which
observe groups differentiated by access to or supply of information.
A case study method relies upon active observationsof disputes and how informationis actually used by
participants, or not used, to resolve their problems. An intervention study establishes and observes control groups
which work on the same dispute, issue or problem but are provided with different information supplies. A project is
proposed, relying on the intervention study method. This method will be applied to a common activity which attrac1
the attentionof many in the community, is contentious,and relies on significantamounts of not always compatible
data. An common example of this is the expansionof a facility into a stable community.

--

--
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Significantpower differences generally exist between groups, arising from differences in access to edu~tion, capi' I,
and technology. For spatial technologies to become a means of social justice and democratization, we must
understand how technology- based land tenure systems affect access to information~tenure security, resource
protection, and other social issues. A specific study of the application of these products on land tenure involves th
identification and protection of land rights and long term observation of systems throughout the world
.
We believe that these differences are most important at the local level of decision making. The 10ca1levelprovide: I
broad and rich palette to sample from many kinds of decisions involving many types of organizational structures,
institutional relations and actors. The anecdotal evidence accumulating about costs and benefits must be collected
and verified in a systematic way to provide useable evidence about impacts.

--

ESTIMATED DURATION
The theory and models of this priority can be specified in the course of a few years. Evidence to refme and validate
these can be collected in the mid- term, perhaps five to ten years. The obligation to monitor the impacts of
technology should never end
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Submittedto the University Consortium for GeographicInformation Science, March, 1996
THIS DOCUMENT AND ITS PREPARATION
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Thisdocumentconstitutesthe Universityof Wisconsin-Madison's
nominationsfornationalresearchprioritiesin
GeographicInformationScience, prepared and submitted in response to a call from the University Consortium for
GeographicInformation Science. Preparation of these nominations was coordinated by the Steering Committee of
the Spatial Informationand Analysis Consortium(SIAC) at the University of Wisconsin-Madison.The Steering
Committeeof SIAC has ten members from the faculty of eight departments and programs in the Colleges of
Agriculturaland Ufe Sciences, Engineering, and Letters and Science and the Institute for Environmental Studies.
The nominationprocess included an initial campuswidesolicitation of abstracts, followed by selection of five topics
for developmentof the statements that appear herein. In some cases, preparation of the final statements involved
synthesisof multiple initially-submittedabstracts and integration of ideas received after a second campuswide
solicitationon the five selected topics. Included with the statements are the names and affiliations of the researchers
who contributeddirectly to their development. One of the statements is co-authored with researchers from the Ohio
State University.The nominations are unranked and are lettered A-E merely because they must be presented in some
order.
SIAC SteeringCommittee
March, 1996
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E. THE SOCIALIMPACfS OF SPATIALINFORMATIONTECHNOLOGIES
KEYWORDS:Social Impacts, Decision-Making,Implementation, Equity, Economics
Bernard Niemann (Landscape Architecture and Institute for Environmental Studies),
Stephen Ventura (Soil Science and Institute for Environmental Studies),
David Tulloch (Land Information and ComputerGraphics Facility)
James Gage (Land Tenure Center)
Universityof Wisconsin- Madison
Earl Epstein (School of Natural Resources),
Craig Davis (School of Natural Resources)
Roy Lewicki (Department of Managementand Human Resources)
The Ohio State University
STATEMENT OF PRIORITY
The objective of this priority is to advance understandingof the societal implications of spatial technologies thro\) r
improvea theoretical models and research methods coupled with monitoring the status of implementation and use 0:
land and geographic information systems (US/GIS) and their products.
DESCRIPTION OF PRIORITY WITHIN UIE GIS RESEARCH CONTEXT
The considerable investment, both public and private, in spatial information technologies are accompanied by gre
uncertainty surrounding the value and impact of this investment. The value of this investment needs to be justified i

termsofbenefitsto society.Ourcurrentunderstandingof benefitsand impactsis primarilyin the realmof measul >~

--

of efficiency financial benefits to implementorsarising from improved means to produce information. Measure..,.I
benefits must be developed that incorporate an understanding of the role of the technology and the information it
provides in decision- making about land and resources.Assessment of technological impacts must include issues
equity, including the distribution of costs and benefits among individuals and between components of society.

Previousresearchin this generalareahasbeendirectedtowardimplementationprocessesandbenefitmeasuresil
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terms of efficiency. For example, we have measured the status of implementation on a state- wide basis and ass~
the impact of US/GIS in terms of efficiencies that the technology brings to traditional activities. However, societ"1
implicationscannot be fully understood without studying the impact of systems' products in terms of expectation ;
arising from the broader economic, legal, political, and cultural context. We need theory of how spatial informati()(
influences land decisions that incorporate concepts of effectiveness and equity as well as appropriate measureme: .
tools and techniques.
IMPORTANCETO THE NATIONAL RESEARCH SITUATION AND NEEDS
As creators and purveyors of technological systems, we cannot ignore the societal impacts of what we have enable

